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**Full Title of the project**

The effect of a beta agonist and animal age on beef quality

**Aims of the project**

- To investigate the effect of a beta agonist on quality (but specifically tenderness) of three muscles with different histological and physiological/biochemical properties of young grain fed beef.
- To determine the effect of animal age (according to permanent incisors) on quality of three muscles with different histological and physiological/biochemical properties of young grain fed beef.
- To determine if age alone is sufficient to accurately describe the quality younger beef produced under grain fed and pasture conditions, by considering the outcomes of objectives 1 and 2.
Executive summary

In this report the effects of age combined with feeding regime and the supplementation of the beta agonist, zilpaterol, on different quality characteristics of 3 beef cuts were discussed. The 4 age/feeding regime/zilpaterol groups were grain fed A age, no zilpaterol, AC, grain fed, A age treated with zilpaterol, AZ, pasture fed AB and B age and the 3 muscles tested were the ST or M. semitendinosus (silverside; high connective tissue), LL or M. longissimus lumborum (loin; low connective tissue) and BF or M. biceps femoris (silverside; high connective tissue).

The effects of age and zilpaterol on tenderness were muscle specific. Tenderness of LL cuts was least affected by age but zilpaterol significantly decreased tenderness and aging potential. LL cuts of AZ carcasses were tougher than all other age groups at 3 days post mortem and equal in tenderness to LL cuts of AB and B age carcasses. Prolonged aging combined with no zilpaterol gave the best results for A-age LL cuts. Tenderness of high collagen cuts (BF and ST) were negatively affected by age due to reduced collagen solubility and did not improve significantly when aged for 14 days. The effect of zilpaterol on these cuts was less significant and BF and ST cuts of AZ carcasses were more tender than the same cuts of AB and B carcasses.

A sensory panel clearly distinguished between cuts of grain fed (AZ and AC) and pasture fed carcasses (AB and B) on the grounds of flavour characteristic. AB and B cuts scored higher for Grassy, Animal-like and Rancid flavour overtones and lower for Roasted flavour and Sourness than AZ and AC grain fed cuts.

Subcutaneous fat of pasture fed carcasses was yellower than fat of grain fed carcasses. Colour measured as lightness or light reflection (L*) and chroma (vividness) was generally darker and duller (darker red) for cuts of pasture fed animals.

Vacuum-packaging contributed to an overall oxidative stability and little variation occurred among muscles, treatments and ageing times. However, samples from pasture fed animals tended to be more stable than grain fed animals.

We conclude that age is a poor predictor of tenderness of low connective tissue cuts when a beta agonist is used. However, age could be used to distinguish effectively between high connective tissue cuts. Apart from tenderness, typical flavours related to the diet of animals define the expected eating quality of beef of different ages and feeding regimes.
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